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Scandinavian	Nature
Adjectives	(slow)	or	adverbs	(slowly)?

adjectives adverbs

	 1.	The oak grows __________ towards the sky. 

	 2. The moss feels __________.  

	 3.	The elk moves __________ in the forest. m

	 4. The badger is considered to be an _______ worker. 

	 5. Chanterelles are often sold as _______ food.  	

	 6. Bilberries are ____________ picked with machines.  	

	 7. Frogs jump ________ in pools of water.  

	 8.	The pike hides ________ in the reeds. 

				9.  Water lilies become very ______ in bloom.

	10. - Oh, what an _________ swan!

	11. The grass snake is not ______.

	12. Dragonflies fly very ______ above the water surface. 

	13. Mackerels swim _______ in shoals. 

	14. Shrimps are regarded as ________.   

	15. The salmon jumps ___________ in the brook. 	

	16. Lobsters are often very ________. 	

	17. Seals move very __________. 

	18. The crab crawls rather _____ among the stones. 	

	19. The lemmings are _________ good wanderers.  	

	20. - How _______ of you to protect the starfish!  

	21. The owl is not _________. 

	22.  The bear walks __________ on the ice. 

	23. It is _______ for the arctic birch to grow here. 

	24. The arctic anemone looks ______ in the alps. 

slow	 slowly

soft	 softly

majestic	 majestically

eager	 eagerly

tasty	 tastily

easy	 easily

merry	 merrily

careful	 carefully

beautiful	 beautifully

impressive	 impressively

dangerous	 dangerously

elegant	 elegantly

rapid	 rapidly

delicious	 deliciously

energetic	 energetically

expensive	 expensively

smooth	 smoothly

quick	 quickly

enormous	 enormously

nice	 nicely

silent	 silently

graceful	 gracefully

perfect	 perfectly

wonderful	 wonderfully
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Jobs
Find	the	right	picture!

	 1. actress

	 2. building worker

	 3. car mechanic

 4. clown

 5. dentist

	 6. doctor

	 7. farmer

	 8. hairdresser

 		9. pilot

	10. policeman

	11. teacher

	12. veterinary
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Jobs
Guess	my	job!

	13. I work in a classroom and teach children to read and write.

	14. I build houses and I often wear a helmet when I work.

	15. I work in a hospital and I am often assisted by a nurse.

	16. I wear a uniform and I represent law and order.

 17. I work in a circus and I try to make people laugh.

	18. My patients are animals and I try to cure them when they are ill.

	19. If you have a toothache, I can help you to get rid of it.

	20. I repair cars and make them function again.

	21. I fly airplanes and I usually have an assistant in the cockpit.

	22. I live in the country and I have cattle and grow crops for my living.

	23. I work at the theatre and sometimes you can see me on TV.

	24. I can cut, dye and curl your hair.

actress	 13

building	worker	 24

car	mechanic	 14

clown	 18

dentist	 17

doctor	 22

farmer	 23

hairdresser	 15

pilot	 16

policeman	 19

teacher	 20

veterinary		 21
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Environment
Choose	the	right	word!

	 Rain	forests	

	 1. Two thirds of all animal and plant _____ live in hot, wet tropical climates.

	 2. You can find most of the plants and animals in _____.

	 3. So many trees are being cut down that a lot of plants and animals 

  may become _____.

extinct	 19 rain	forests	 10 species	 24

	 4. About a fifth of the earth consists of _____.
	 5. In most deserts the soil has become dry and blown 
  away so the desert _____.
	 6.	 It can often be very hot in the deserts in the daytime
  but it can be _____ at night.

deserts	 23 expands	 14 freezing	cold		9

Deserts

	 7.	Many woodlands have been _____ to make room for building homes and factories.

	 8. The animals which cannot _____ will die when their natural environment is 

  changed.

	 9. When the rain is _____ many woodlands are destroyed.

acid	 20 adapt	 18 cleared	 4

Woodlands

	10.	The _____ is a type of grassland.
	11. A lot of African elephants have been killed for 
  their _____.
	12. In national parks animals are _____ from 
  human hunters.

ivory	tusks	17 protected		3 savanna	 13

Grasslands



Environment
Choose	the	right	word!

	13. _____ destroys many rivers and lakes.
	14. _____ from some factories may kill fish and plants
  in the water.
	15. When there is too little _____ in the water, animals
  cannot live.

oxygen		8
poisonous
chemicals			22 pollution		12

Rivers	and	lakes

	16.	Three quarters of the earth is ____ by oceans.
	17. Some tankers destroy the oceans by dumping _____.
	18. About one third of all species of fish live in _____.

coral	reefs		7 covered	 11 oil			16

Oceans

	19.	Too much carbon dioxide from cars and factories 
  can make the earth _____.
	20. If the earth gets too warm from carbon dioxide, the
  result can be a _____.
	21. If the _____ is destroyed, the ultraviolet rays can
  cause skin cancer.

greenhouse	
effect	 		6 ozone	layer	2 overheated	15

Dangers	to	the	environment

	22. Solar panels and wind power are examples of
  cleaner _____.
	23.	You can now help nature by _____ your rubbish.
	24. _____ farming is one way of avoiding the effects
  of poisoning the earth.
biodynamic		1 recycling		5

sources	of
energy		21

Improvements
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